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 1. Sharps Bush Kokopu; thoughts from Clem Larsen 
  
Growing up I spent a lot of time on the Waikato River when it was coloured in deep azure’s and 
blue. Every September was white-baiting season and I would wile away days and weeks living on 
the rivers edge amongst the swamplands learning about the different movements of tides and 
wind, and the creatures that moved with them. Whitebait was plentiful and the first brown trout and 
catfish had only just reached the salination zones close to the river. But all things change, the river 
turned brown and the whitebait no longer run in huge shoals. Fortunately there are still vestiges in 
the Valley to remind me of those freshwater eco-systems. 

What I once considered ‘just whitebait’ was in fact made up of the juveniles of six fish species. Five 
of these are migratory galaxiids: the banded kōkopu, giant kōkopu, kōaro and shortjaw kōkopu. 
The last species is the common smelt. Within the Birdsong Opanuku control area we are lucky 
enough to have a surviving population of kōkopu that is easily observed, with their presence 
providing a good indicator of a healthy ecosystem. 
The markings on the Sharp Bush kōkopu are not clearly distinguishable and to add to the 
confusion the giant kōkopu sometimes have stripes before they are fully grown and 
juvenile shortjaw kōkopu  may also be mistaken for a very pale and poorly marked banded kōkopu. 
To better determine they’re not the close resembling short jaw kōkopu they’d need to be uplifted for 
a closer look at the markings and jaw. However these natives, as like other galaxiids, don’t have 
scales and have a thick leathery skin covered with mucus, and any handling may cause undue 
harm to the fish or their environment. If in the meantime we assume they are banded kōkopu, then 
as the name suggests, the adult fish will usually have thin stripes or bands across their backs. 
Without a close inspection, another way to distinguish the banded kōkopu, is to look for a whitish 
mark just behind the gill shield above the pectoral fin.  

Making these identifications isn’t always easy on small fish that specialise in hiding beneath the 
hanging vegetation and dart away at the slightest disturbance. We are however quite fortunate in 



that out small cluster seems happy to venture out into the open during day. While not unusual, as I 
have observed fish in other spots in the Waitakere’s during the day, they are usually considered 
nocturnal feeders. This ability to observe kōkopu is brilliant as I’ve been able to watch as many 10 
– 12 at a time interact with each other, watch their feeding (Matt was lucky enough to see one jump 
out from this pool and take a fly off a blade of carex), and more importantly note the range of sizes 
and what I assume represents ages. And while there doesn’t seem to be 100% agreement on how 
long kōkopu live (9 years plus perhaps), I’ve watched this group for 25 years and the presence of 
multi-ages would indicate we have a replenishing population. This is supported by studies 
conducted on juvenile banded kōkopu that show that young fish are attracted to the odours 
(pheromones) produced by adult fish, suggesting that they can sniff out good habitat based on the 
presence of adult fish. Again, a good indicator of the health of the Ngahere and a reminder of the 
special place we look after. 
 

2. Half-price Traps remain available 

Email me if you are interested in purchasing.  

** T Rex rat traps in pet safe boxes ($10 each). 

** Timms possum traps ($20 each). 

** NEW! Flipping Timmys - Pet-friendly, easy-use version of Timms traps, adapted for mounting 
directly in trees ($30) 
 
** Stainless steel (non rust) DoC 200s in boxes for mustelids, rats, hedgehogs ($35 each)


3. Our December Catches: 

Another quiet month for rats. The possum population continues to be in evidence, but progress has 
been made, especially at two sites. 


Any questions or trap orders, or to report trapping success on your property, contact me at 
karen@colgan.co.nz 

Karen Colgan 
Birdsong Opanuku
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